
RLCatalyst

“Relevance Lab’s RL Catalyst is your 
vehicle to ride the DevOps route to 
automation, innovation and market 
disruption.”

“It’s a given. Engineering and IT Ops 
teams get blindsided by the lack of 
automation.”

go-to-market gets delayed

quality testing gets into an endless loop

capacity and budgets get into freefall

lack of innovation in driving market disruption

With RL Catalyst, automate your infrastructure with a 

software-de�ned paradigm. Move away from proprietary 

stacks, engineer apps for the cloud, derive more value 

from your existing tools and do a whole lot more. Align 

goals and behaviour across your organization with a high 

trust, empowered culture and a structured platform that 

makes doing the right thing easy.

Accelerate your way 
to being a software 
de�ned company in 
a hyper-connected 
world



Realize superior RoI by maximizing existing investments and scaling at lower costs.  
Empower your workforce, boost productivity, and deliver your products faster. Now track Cost, 
Usage, Uptime, Downtime and System Health in real-time. 

Automation and Optimization for Hybrid Infrastructure 
with Integrated Actionable Monitoring.
“Software Aware Element” that drives software-de�ned 
con�gurations.
Command & Control center with a 360 degree view and 
actionable insights.
Self-remediation and Self-service capabilities.
Out-of-box integration with existing CI/ CD/ITIL tools 
such as Chef, Docker, Jira, Jenkins, GitHub, ServiceNow 
and others.

Powered by Chef, RL Catalyst comes built-in with:

“RL Catalyst is your de�nitive intelligent DevOps platform for business transformation.”
Enterprises, ISVs, System Integrators and companies operating in the new age on-demand economy use 

RL Catalyst to accelerate time-to-market, ensure SLA/OLA compliance, track asset capacity (manage phantom 
capacity), transform products and create disruptive business models.



RL Catalyst is designed to adapt to your needs. Choose your preferred variant:

RL Catalyst Open Source  
drives rapid adoption and 
co-creation of “DevOps and IT 
Ops Solutions” with 
community collaboration.

Relevance Lab is a DevOps Specialist Company focused on 
making Cloud adoption easy for Enterprises. RL Catalyst 
developed by Relevance drives “DevOps Automation and 
Optimization” helping enterprises leverage DevOps Driven 
Engineering, DevOps Driven ITSM and DevOps Leveraged 
Cloud Governance. Relevance Lab also o�ers Services for 
transformation in Digital Content Delivery, Cloud 
Applications, Big Data based Information Discovery and 
Software De�ned Infrastructure.

IND   +91-80-46413600
Mob +91-97404-44009
US   +1-408-392-0200

      www.relevancelab.com

Check out our Open Source version: 
http://catalyst.readthedocs.org/en/latest/gettingstarted.html

Soon to be available in the Azure & AWS Marketplace
Write to: marketing@relevancelab.com

RL Catalyst – from the DevOps Specialists

RL Catalyst Hosted  
kick-starts your DevOps 
journey with zero overheads 
and tailor made solutions.

RL Catalyst Enterprise   
helps accelerate transition to 
a fully managed model for 
optimization of planning, 
usage and costs across data 
centers and cloud.


